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Stereo typing is a common practice. Most of us ed¢pt or erect

,categories into which we place obs'erved phenomena as a way of ordering

the myriad impressions we receive. Children, foreigners, lawyers,

doctors, wbmen,,old people, people with shifty eyes--mention of any of

these triggers a patterned responk because, in Our minds, all form into

groups. My: . work centers'on community colleges, espeefally.community

college facultkcurriculum, and instruction and I do my hare of

stereotyping about these matters. In Confronting Identity, a book

Florence Brewer and I authored in 1971, we made our own contribution) to

tategarizing "by jx,ing three types. of instructors--model , mediator, nd

manager. Torfight,Iftwant to relate some of my recent obseHations on the

faculty and to pose esnew way of perceiving them.

A couple of years after Confronting Identity, in a liBok entitled

Toward a Professional Faculty,, I extended, the definition of th faculty

members who see themselves as managers of student learning, st ting that

here was the type that would lead the faculty toward professionalism. I i

i

saw the professional instructor working within a body of knowledge not

readily available to lay persons, a 'body of knowledge stegeng from the

discipline of instruction. The

to this discipline, engaging in

instructional manager

the various'processes

2

was one who adhered

that it implies,4,
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a
predicting student chRhge, reporting student learning. And I con

that because of rapid diffusion of faculty inservice training,

TUded

faculty evaluation, instructional assistance to the faculty, and, not

least, faculty acceptance of the use of objectives, reproducible media

and.validated tests, the professionalization oWhe faculty was proceeding

apace.

So profesdionalization is occurring, and many teculty areindeed advancing

its development. But what of those who are not? What of the faculty who

do not accept instruction as a discipline, whose contact with their parent

academic disCipline has eroded, and who deliberately sequester. themselves

away..from the moving idea's of the community college?4 I speak here not of

the time - servers the cAck punchers who seek only to reduce their working

hours. Every occupational group has its share othem; let thedgo ip

peace. I speak rather of the .instructors who feel they are involved in

their teaching but who are in fact not develsping within the profession,

not using the profession to enhance their own growth as'human.beings, not

advancing' the professidn itself.

I would pose a new term for describing these instructors. see

them as recluses, as. self-styled pariahs, isolated from the academic disciplines

in which they were trained', from the universities and the secondary-.

schools, and from the broad currents of the two-year colleges, their

host institutions,. They are in an eddy away from the main stream. And

they have placed themselies there of their own volition.

'Nis is not to say that all faculty other than those who are

advancing the profession are reclusive. Nor is tt to say that those who

1

are, are perforce cut off from other aspects of their life; they may be

4t
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I quite related to family, frieRds, students. and like-miedcolleagues. But
,

I I ,

!

-I think it,is worth exploring the pa tah complex as an aid 'to understanding the

way many instructors behave in relation to their work. Uqfortunately "Pariah"

is not precisely descilptive because it connotes a group placed apart by others,

not the case with'the faculty. However th psychological terminology describing

people who deliberately set themselves apart--"alien" or"distantiated" indi-

viduals--is not quite right either. So for want,of a better word 'Igus call

these people pariahs and examine the dimensions of the category.

The pariah complex stems,frem three phenomena, one relating to the .1

teacher as human being and academician, another to recent developments in

the community college field, the third with teaching itself.
OP

The Academician -- A teacher's attitudes toward teaching are un- S

aoubtedly shaped by his own personality, early experiences, mentors,

colleagues, institutibilal climate - -a complex of prior and coterminous

events. The role itself plays a part. As long ago as 1932 Willard

'Waller traced this effect, In his book, The Sociology of Teaching, he

discussed the phenomenon of teaching at one of conflict, with
%
the tndi

vidual on one occasion saying to the student, "I am your teacher. Do as

I say!" and on the other, "But I.am also a human being and a good fellow.

We have some good times together, don't we?". He identified this rhythmic

contraction and expansion of the instructor's personality as having an

insidious effect on the person. 'Kevin Ryan has also noted "...the problem

of pedagogical schizophrenia--the phenbmenon of reconciling two personalities:

the human being and the disciplinarian..." (1970, p.'4).

4
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In her intensive. study of a group of two-year college ulty metbers,

Leslie Purdy discusseshow a person may have some basic on ntation toward

teaching, may have a picture'of self in role "but once t job, the attitudes

are altered and shaped by peer attitudes and norms, by experiences from teach-
.

74-

ing itself, and by other aspects of the teaching environment." This is apri-:

vate environment, one with jealously guarded covenants regarding, work space.

Purdy discerned that, "One attitude toward teaching expressed by many teachers

...is that teaching is and should be a solo activity, one teacher and one or

more studenti. The privateness and the self-suffitiency of teachers in a

classroom is a cherished part of teaching. Many instructors resisted any

teaching meihi d wnlch would recluire sharing responsibility with another person

1for a clas . :: Deciding wha will go'on in a course and then enacting that

plan is n as a personal Oa lenge to each teacher.... A common understanding

-

existed- that each teacher privately and individually face his or her own teach-
.

ing. "No one can stand in for anotheroteather...." .Most teachers, Purdy points

.out,feel'eneed-for. hands-oninvolvement in order to get feedback from their

%

students. This leads them iobe possessive about their classes. Many in-
.

- , .

. .

structors' idea bf academic freedom is translated as, "My right to, do what

I want irk, tlass.", Furthe, Rurdj, related how "Instructors would only

'accept advice from someone else who had gone through the fires, experienced

)
. - .

the traumas and successes of teaching. Recommendations about a new ,teaching

J
-

method coming from. faculty mlOersi4are more likely to be considered by teachers

while information presented by administratoil...can be ignored."

Purdy's statements about teaching as a solo activity, teacher privay, and

the reluctance to consider ideas posed by administrators in one college, were

confirmed in a nationwide study of two-year college humanities instructors that

5
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we conducted last Year. When asked, "How would you rate the following as

sources of advice on teaching?" more than 90% of the respondents said their

colleagues were, "quite useful" or,'"somewha efulfl'and'nearly the same

number found students, "Adite useful" or,''sOmewhat useful." Department

-75F

chairpersons, university professors, professional journals, programs of

professional organizations, high stMool teachelq, and administrators

- were far down on the line as other choices, in that order.

V4hese attitudes are not confined to the two-year college level. In

the April issue of Change Magazine David Riesmen discusses how faculty'"are

oriented ... to students-and teachirip and are often inimical to discipline

and to disciplines and to what they see as dehydrated specialization. Some-

times they use unionization and sometimes evaluation by students to ,protect

themselves from the need for scholarly visibility,both ihside'and outside

'their insti,tutiOns., Academia is witnessing a new provincialism--not the

provincialism of cue's discipline,..,but the perhaps more destructive or
/

1 :7

inSidious, although less evident, provincialism of captivity by one's
. .. .

student'diSciples, charismaticalty cored as the road nbt,only to retention
.

but to feelings of worth." I. \

What is happening is,that a. new ethos is'taking h6ld, one in which
.

...!

,., faculty take, pride in severing themselves from outside ideas as well as,

from outside peOple. And if Riesman has seen his phenomenon inrithe un
.

versity, where there has been a tradition of scholarship and cosmopolitanism,

think how mach more it is accentuated in the two-year college WhOse roots

are in the local community and where academic.disciplinary affiliation-has

always been weak. Our nationwide Faculty Survey found 26 percent who by

their own admission read no scholarly journals; 64 percentiwho read no
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'journals related to professional education or to teaching in their field.
__

And th
4

faculty teaching in the humanities--history, literature, phiTesophy,

and so on--were found to be little morecommtted'to the humanities than

were a comparison group of instructors in other areas. The lines of an

ddisciplinary group emerged, one that is'tending toa6atildon the academic,

and not replace it withanything Of substance. ''.

.

One anecdote to illustrate the point about the individual practitioner

divorced fPom his discipline: in.connection with our project ort 'the humani-

. ;

ties, earlier this year we convened seminars in Los Angeles, Chicago,arid

Washington, as,a way of disseminatinibur findingsand establishing.gufde- .

-,, -

lines for the next phase of the project:. We invited many presidents, deans-,
P

.

,chairpersons,. professional association heads, facultyrrtember

discuss trends in the humanities, needed 'action to support them, implications

and other's to

ofour pi-oject, and soon. Upcin being invited, one community College humani-

ties division chalrpefson_caJled Uor more information." Wheft:i. recounted

what -weistitssing,.he said,

, I could not participate.

;

can't define the humanities.

to listen."

'I ylou i k
eMtocoleffe,nTriiafraidA 4tn, it

ue I.Anqw.nOthing about the:tOg)-c.

can't 'discuss. theph I ,woatd:be: only

, ,

The Community Colleges -- Let us' turn now to recent developments in
444

community colleges and,, as we do, let us shed a"tear for the faculty.member>

whO began his career in the 1950's or (60's, When he came into the InSti-
.

tution It was billed as the first two years of college. His,c6urses were

to be equivalent to those offered at a four-year college or, university.

Certainly there were vocational programs but they were offered in another
.

building somewhere else, on a different part of the campus. And cer-

taitay there was the problem of accommodatitig students

7
1



of low ability, but there were not many of them, and one dould al ays

-7- .

theM without excessive concern.

1

,1,

Now the intitutions seem to have gone into some other business. The

occupational,Woeems grow ever larger. There seem to be more low-ability
q \

students, more'remedial courses. And what is this "communit
,

d fation"

that the instructor 'hears so much about? He might have ac e' move

toward remedial work--at least it took the form of cours with students sit-N

/
ting in the classroom and there was some relationship 'o academic teaching.

, ,.
.4

134 one-day prOgrams on_Aurchasihg real estate? Asiisting community groups
se

-, ,
.

, to org'anize.and petition for redress, of grievancsi Giving credit to people

who' u3t the college's, swimmi ng pool oh hotlumMer days? Even the marginally
i.' ..> .

.. t

a te -instructor recognizes thi trend fbr;what itis. It is the college

saying, in effebt,. "We have giv uptrying to remedy student defects in
s .

A -A, reading, ability'to analyie arguments, values, and logiCal interpretation--'

,

1. the traditional role of general edutation--and we erg going.to.pander to .
>

community desires for entertainment and recreation. What is leftforthe,
I I U

)t''
instructor'? Whatever, affinity:he once had thr history, literature, biology,

t'
or philosOphy has been eroded by _bis lack of affi'lisition with like-minded

.

-member oe disciplines _toyer the years. He can redUce'content to satisfy :

.

remedial students and still have a course retain some semblance of'itselfl:

Blit,mhat is he to make of the.fundS,,and recoghitidn that go into Health Fairs,

community art projectS, and modular courses on "How to, Veal in the Omiodities

Market?" ,
' V

V A .

Ten years -ago, twenty years ago, wiren-rse faculty weirecruited from
. .

secondary schools,t\4reil-es A 'feeling of c alTenge in the new'level of edu-
4

catibn. The move from high school to coil brought,a perceived increase
_

I 0'
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in status along with a reduction in the number of required teaching hours ,

r

from thirty to fifteen. Greater status and half a teaching lead--quite
-..,

vglant step! And the high' growth rate in the Fifties and Sixties brought .

.

other Uthefits. 'Coll,eges were able to swee0 problems under the rug because
,,

i,

there were ever more students, evert more funds. Persolinel who Were non-:1'0'o-

: I

... ......-

ductIve, uncooperative, or: essentially disturbed could be shunted to out-of-

the-way corners of the institution if,necessary. There was alwayt something

forthem to do, always new faculty members to take their place. From the

standpoint of the individual instructor there.were new colleagudt to be in:

dodtrinated and all the excitement that gOes with establishing new relation-
.

ships.
.

Now there is no place to-gbve. The instructor in the two-year college

is _at a dead-end. JHe cannot realistically aspire to a positionin a four-

year'imstiiutioh. Even thoUgh three-fourths .of'the respondents to the humahi-

1. wet -
ties Faculty Survey said they would find a position in a four-year college.- V A,.

4
or university

A

attractive,this door is open to very few, The senior institu-
,

. ,

tions have many places from whith to recr t instrUctors, a'd they tend not

,

to 'Wok to people who have been socialized t another level f education. .
.

\ The redUction in growth has had othe' e fects. Many co leggs have ceased ,..:
. .

. . .

1

,
,

!

,

at

t., employing full-time instructors--even as replacements. Part timers paid on

an hourly rate are. being used 'id fill 'classes whenever a full-timer retires
,s 1

or leaves the institution forAny reason. Frequently employed at the last

D.

minute, ,the part-timers have littl9 iffinity for the institution, and certainly

.

little if any contact with the full-time instkuttor.'

What is'the full-time instructor to make. of his institution's tendency

to employ part-iimprs? Data from our humanities Faculty Survey reveal that

ti

9
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part-time instructors differ frOm full'- timers in that the part -tiers

are less experienced, read even fewer scgolarly.or professional.journats, are

lessless likely to be,a member Of a professional association, are less concerned

with research, less concerned with curriculum and instruction, less` concerned

with the humanities., and more likely to hold the university as a reference

group.' Clearly this is a different type of population, onemith which the

"4
full-time instruclor has little in common. Inexorably, year after year, the

I

percent of courses taught by this variant group grows larger. Where is 'the

consisten cy curriplun, the, collegial interaction, the commonality of

'ObjectiVes or desiredslearning outcomes?

And'yet why should the part-tIde faculty not be growing in number? They

meet their classes, give their lectures, hear student recitals, turn thei

grades in on time.. Put another way, what can the full-time facaty do that
.

,

.

the part-timers cannot? Do not respond that full-timers have.more experience;

read more journals, are more concerned with curriculum and instruction, more

interested in research. They are, but what do they do? What is that body

of spedialized knowledge that they bring to bear on problems ofinstrudtiong

.-

Are they more likely to employ specific measurable objectives? Valida d

criterion-referenced testing devices? Arelhey more likely to repo, student
. . .

learning in terms that have clear and consistent referent? The answer is that

, if the full-timers insiseon closing the door to their classroom arid -hiding

behind perquisites in their_contract 0 that no one knows the- extent to which

their students have learned,,it is impossible to tell. We'Seek evidence

thaetheir students learn More than students taught by the, part-timers

Until it appears, why sh41(1,a district hire full-timers at all, with the

necessity, of paying them more salary and fringebeneftts, and being obligated'

10
1
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to them f continuity of employment? The full-timers know this, but"shy

away from responding to the.challenge.'
-

Further, when the full-time faCulty form themselves into a barc

/

gaining agent they often exclude the part- timers. Granted they may want

to isolate themselves because of feelirgs that

those who are wholly dedicated to it.'

say, lacking'committment to--o

departmental poli t foe how long do they'think the part7timers will

institution, belongs to.

I
part - timers come and go, they

sponsibility for-- institutional 'or,

stan de without organizing themselves? Even now in woe colleges

there are two locals of the same union, one for the full-timers and one

for the part-timers, both bargaining separately. And the part-time group

grows ever larger. The full-timers shrink in number, in power, in affili-

ation.
//'

Institutional size too has an effect onthe 'faculty. The Faculty.
, .

4
Survey revealed some information about instructors'rolatodnoss to others. On a

-10-

projective question asking how respondents sail ileinselves in relation to

4/
.... -

I.

different4gtOlPsa-listed, the larger the col e the higher the percent of

instructors )' saw the adniinistrators as a/tightly-knit group with the

instructor himself standing aloft from it. Fu,ther, the larger the college,

the higher the percent of instructors who saw themselves as standing apart

from their teacher, colleagues. Clearly as the colleges grow,largerr-and

. .4
now one -half tile facalq in American two-year colleg s teach in institutions``

ith greater than TO400 enrollmentthe faculty sen .of relatedness, :

d Minishes. This is yet another'caus6L-and'effect-;of the pariah Complex.
p.

I the faculty had developed a sense Of common goals, techniques, concerns--

a unique ethos,--they would have had something to fa 1. back.on. As it is,

4
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they have done little but stand aside.

Teaching -- The third set of phenomena has to dowith teachfng. The

' two-year college is a self- styled . "teaching institution." However, the

calls for innovation heard so frequently in the 1960's have diminished.

Whether or not'they yielded much dep6nds on one's interpretation. Cer-

tainly teaching practices have
4e

been modified somewhat and manymany faculties

- - -4--
__alma_weil_along with televised_instrmction, learning laboratories,. the

offering of self-paced learning opportunities, and other instructional
a .1

modification§.. Butconsider the obstacles: First, there are few criteria

,

for concluding that the innovation enhances student.le4rning'to a greater

degree than the technique it replaces. Few faculty members have defined

the outcomes of their.courses so clearly that they can assess the relative

value of one.technique or another. Second, many innovations were brought

in by hdministrators who were convinced that'they had the potential for

saving money. But rather than following through cost sayings that could

. ,

be obtained throughlidliberate assessment of cost/outcome relationships,

when the financ4a1 crunch came, the administrators took the easy way and

began replacing full-time instructors withhourly-rate part- timers. %.

Still, (the cut thaf_affected the-individual instructor most is

tha he tended not to be rewarded Iiphis efforts at instructional modi.-

fic tion. Undoubtedly changing an-instructional technique is hard work

and the true manager of student learning mustOut in,more hours in in-
.

. .

structiA one planning than his counterpart who delivers ad hoc lectures
. 3 -

.

.,

and unvalidated quizzes. But he has little access to,assistan e. Few
i .

.

colleget have Widgets for instructional aides, readers', teadhi assistants,

12
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that cap be assigned to individual` faculty members. Fufther; th' instructional

innovato has low visibility in hig own college, even less outside it. ,Shou/ld

he.chooge't; attempt to meet with li-ke-minded instructors in other parts of '

the nation te finds poorly defineU pt'afessional associations in the teaching

ofhis subject field and few funds for travel' to meetings. e faculty

member who has pursued innovation in his own teaching has had to do so Out*
4

.

of a epse of professional obligation and a dedication to the belief that

an Help his students.learn more''If he modifies his technique from the

,
. .

. lecture/discussion/recital mode, I is not,surprising that relatively few'
# 6

instructors have taken these iptio

More to the point, consider how the pariah complex comes into play'

here. The instructor who woul be the innovator in managing s dent learning'

st

is put in a curious position. As he changes his InstrOtiona

build reproducible ipstruc lonal programs, a learning labor tdry,test-itemh

,
'banks -he may well" find hi self the subject ofscorn. Smal wonder. His

actions implicity call hi colleagues' techniquesto,qu stion. If he is .

a proselytizer, he may met with derision. 'Ifte choo es to go his,owtt:

. .

way, he has "sold out o ihe administration." Purdy no es, "Few teachers

will single-handedly adopt practices which move them too far from the norms,

and practices ofico eagues.....The few teachers who do break with their

divisions or subje t-matter groups to aggresstvely'pursue a new practice

either ft d a ne faculty reference group in another division or relate',

ihemselyes ery closely to adminiNators and support staff members" (pages

fillt is why many instructional innovators have become pugram

heads, labora ory managers, instructional cobrdinatorsz-all titles that at:

13
41,
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once evidence budget lines through which assistance ip the form of media,

technicians and other aides.tan be provided, while at the same time

setting these" instructors apart frork the rank and file. The croup is

by'no means a majority in any institution but it grows steadily. And

the others'become ever more isolated:

A note here. Not all,the facultywho see themselves,as managers

of student learning become programs heads--and
!

not all program heads so-

define_90selves. But all managers of learni are set apart. Sometimes

they move to another department. Sometimes they stay where they are,
.

effecting liaisonith admiinistrators to gain needed assistance but covering

, .

it so"tnat their colleagues not dissociate themselves. Further, the use of

objectives, media, and valid tests.has little to do with the subject matter .

taught --.Le see lecturers, discussion leaders, learning laboratory managers,

video-tape producers'in every field. It has to do with the instructor's

interpretation of self in role. The difference between a traditional full -

tiJie faculty member and a manager of student learning is in that inter-
,

,/pr'etation. One says, "The ideal learning situatimi is a few students
t

together with me in a class.room. I like that best. It is comfortable.

Students mutt learn thereby even though I can submit no evidence in your

terms that they have." The managersees student learning as the prime requi-

site anddefines,his own worth as a teacher only to 'the extent that his students

did learn. Yet .be recognizes that a student May learn with or without. his

intervention, hen* he is free to adopt or 'reject reproducible media As,

appropriate.

14\

4 , .
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Here then is a group growing not rapidly but steadily. The

program coordinators manage learning laboratories, instructional aides,

and otherwise identify theMselves with the discipliqe of instruction.

And the full-time faculty stands aside, unable to retard them, uncertain

of their own position. Too long they held to the pseudo-academic freedom

of the closed classroom door. , Too long,they spent themselves in efforts

to reduce class size. Too long they defined themselves as valuable to

the extent they had perSonal contact with students,4esisting,any suggestion

.
that they align themselves with defined learning. For certain, they are

. protected tempora il -they must watch the grt?wt17.in staffing taking

( --

place-immon-g .the part-timers. They mush' watch their colleagues beingste-
_----- , i

,---
placed with other pot of their ilk.

.
.. ,

The4full-ttme, faculty members who isolate

.

themselves in their

,Ar - .

.
:classrooms--entainly, they',believe, for all,good intentions--are the

_)( pariaAs. They have chosekto sequestet themselves away from trends,

both, in ideas relating to community College education, and in.power. In

recent years the community college has tended toward community education,

adult education, off-campus activities. Yet the faculty members who see

their primary mission as a process'of cloistering themselves in classrooms,

teaching traditional academic subjects, are not patt of this movemea.!

Similarly, the faculty has pulled itself away repeatedly--one is . .

tempted to say suicidally--from the lines of power within and around the

colleges. The faculty have never been in _a position of leing_iicitu-_,

tional managers responsible for setting policy; that power has aMys

rested with the board and the dministration But we naw see facu y

\
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members refusing even to serve on college Committees where at least the

illusion of power is still present. We see faculty refusing to beceMe

members,of speakers bureaus, where they would interact withthe

community in their areas of presumed expertise. "Serie on a committee?

Go off-campus to speak? Why should I ?" This is the pariah complex in

full blush.

It might be possible for an instructor to,make a modification

that would be sufficiently unique that he would not be open to thAcArge

of having sold out, and yet it would still allow him considerable freedom

to plan his work and to have all the.contact with students,he needs.. Let

us call this instructor a community scholar. Let us se m as academic

advisor to the community, working with a lay advisorytco n ee. The

committee Might include local talent in the arts, university professors,

4

bosinetmen,-laymen of any stripe. Let us also have him responsible for

the part-time faculty teaching in his sdpject area This community

scholar would see himself as a full-time, professipnal person. He

would have classes, comprised of the usual "credit" students. He would

k)

work in the social processes of his city. He would plan curriculum for the

*Fr *i.
a

tr.
rfart.--tiore faculty, share strategies, and train thewin writing objectives and in

gathering evidence of student learning. And he would have assistants.

This model of the instructor would accommodate many needs not

now being satisfied. Primarily the community college needs a community

Connection. It needs lay advisors in the arts, natural sciences, and

social science ;just as it has in the many occupational and para-
.. NN

professional fiel s This would work both ways The in- f-

1



structor wodldget advice on needed courses, curriculums, and social and

cultural events, Ling back to the campus ideas for programs tobe offered

there and elsewhere. And it would also allow the instructor, hence the-

entire campus community, to make input on community decisions Where a

humanist-, natural scientist, or social scientist would have much to offer.

Rare is the city council that calls"upon the locacommunity college

science teacher fOr advice when a decision is to be reached on the ocatjon

of a park, the humanist for advice on the preservation of an historical

bui).ding:the teacher of the social sciences when a roadway to be

'located. Yet if a member of that council were a member of an advisory
. 41144

O % i. '

committee to the coll'ege's programs, he might be more ready to listen.

Other models of involved professionals might also be Outlined. The

point is that if thd community college faculty is to emerge from its postur

'of,isolation it must form itself around something. At one time I thought

ald adopt the'discipline of instruction--I was yoUnger then and I believed

the rhetor ic, "teaching faculty," not realizing that was just a euphemism for

"faculty who do not conduct research." Now I am less sure. And even though

some instructors hal.4 become managers of.learning laboratories, if they

fail to develop, utilize, and publicize measures of student learning, if

they become enamoured of their Fediaftrms, they will repeat.the error

that 'the' traditional faculty have made. ,,
. ..

- The point remains that until the faculty adopts a guiding ethos,

until it emerges from its isolation, it is,:and will continue tobe, a
s

pariah group. It prides itself on privacy, cuts itself .away from

academic affiliation, refuses to attempt to understand the discipline

of instruction, ignores ideas stemming from outsiders, scorns administrators,

shuns the community, abandons the part-timers who teach the same courses,

17
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treats with derision its own members who have become mhnagers of student

learning. The faculty have become Outcasts within their own institutions.

The faculty have become recluse.

owl
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